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Report of the Advisory Committee on Corporate Disclosure to the

Securities and Exchange Commission 1977

informal corporate disclosure under federal securities law 2009 editionexamines the regulation of informal

disclosure e g press releases speeches analyst conference calls webcasts and investor roadshows

asdistinguished from formal highly structured disclosure in sec filings thecoverage includes discussion of

federal securities law rules and courtdecisions self regulatory organization rules for listed companies

andstandards of practice prescribed by the national investor relationsinstitute niri this updated 2009 edition

includes discussion of the sec s recent guidance on the use of company web sites including advice on the

sufficiency of web site disclosure as a means ofdissemination under regulation fd see 1002 liability for

hyperlinks to third party information see 1003 issues presented by the use of summaries and overviews

see 1004 concerns related to blogs and online discussion forums see 1009 the new 2009 edition also

examines materiality principlesgoverning quantitative financial disclosures specifically the

recommendationsof the sec advisory committee on improvements to financial reporting or cifir see 403

and 1102 in addition the work covers recentsec compliance and disclosure interpretations on the form 8 k

reportingobligation triggered by disclosure of certain financial information see 1105 finally the 2009 edition

includes discussion ofnew niri standards for quarterly earnings releases see 1103 thetext of selected

portions of those standards see appendix and a timelinefor preparing an earnings release see appendix

Securities Disclosure in Plain English 1999

effective corporate reporting and disclosure are critical in financial markets to promote vigorous

competition optimal performance and transparency this book examines whether existing disclosure

frameworks in eight countries with the world s most significant securities exchanges achieve these

objectives and then drawing on extensive empirical findings identifies the policies and practices that

contribute most to improving the overall quality of listed company reporting and communication contending

that public disclosure of listed company information is an essential precondition to the long term efficient

operation of financial markets the book provides analysis of such issues and topics as the following

arguments for and against mandatory disclosure regimes key principles of periodic and continuous

disclosure regulation tensions between direct and indirect investment in financial markets assumptions

concerning the need to maintain a privileged role for financial intermediaries intermediary analyst and

research incentives protection of individual investors selective disclosure disclosure of bad news the role

of accounting standards public access to company briefings long term performance reporting and analysis

and company reporting developments a significant portion of the book provides an overview of disclosure

regulation and practice in the united states canada germany the united kingdom japan hong kong australia

and singapore a highly informative survey looks at company reports disclosures and websites of large

listed companies including microsoft citigroup teck resources deutsche bank bp sony petrochina company

bhp billiton and singapore telecommunications the book discusses common disclosure issues that arise
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across jurisdictions provides valuable insights on the efficacy of existing disclosure regulation and practice

and highlights the important principles processes and practices that underpin best practice company

disclosure frameworks it will be welcomed by company boards and executives and their counsel as well

as by policymakers and scholars in the areas of corporate securities banking and financial law accounting

economics and finance

Informal Corporate Disclosure Under Federal Securities Law 2009

2009-04-01

the regulation of corporate disclosure third edition is a complete and up to date handbook on the issue of

corporate disclosure covering the impact of the federal securities laws on both informal communications

and the process of communicating with shareholders the third edition expands topics previously covered

addressing the legal issues and practical concerns surrounding implementation of the private securities

litigation reform act of 1995 the sarbanes oxley act of 2002 and the dodd frank wall street reform and

consumer protection act of 2010 the book also has an in depth treatment of managementand s discussion

and analysis mdand a something that although appearing in required sec filings involves many of the

same difficult and complex issues raised by the informal disclosure process also addressed are sec

reforms of the periodic reporting process issues pertaining to stock research analysts and conflicts of

interest and various relevant corporate governance requirements and their disclosure implications critical

areas analyzed include disclosure requirements and anti fraud provisions the duty to disclose

dissemination issues involving materiality disclosure of bad news negotiations dealing with analysts and

much more

Effective Company Disclosure in the Digital Age 2015-10-16

this book first published in 1986 is a close analysis into management s financial disclosure practices of

the first half of the twentieth century with criticisms of existing financial disclosure practices continuing to

today this study aims to make sense of the present through an examination of past practices difficulties

and solutions

Report of the Advisory Committee on Corporate Disclosure to the

Securities and Exchange Commission 1977

considers s 510 to amend the securities exchange act to require disclosure of identity intentions and

financial resources by those attempting to acquire control of a publicly traded company through open

market stock acquisitions or through stock tender offers
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Informal Corporate Disclosure Under Federal Securities Law 2002

managers and sponsors of hedge funds and funds of funds commission the creation of disclosure

documents to explain their products and minimize their personal risk exposure these disclosure

documents can be descriptive but often end up being dense and opaque industry convention and the anti

fraud provisions of the securities laws govern how these documents are prepared the more opaque the

disclosure document is the less likely the disclosure document will adequately describe the plan the

purposes and the risks of investment and accomplish the legal objective of true complete and accurate

disclosure recent market retrenchment beginning with the credit crisis in 2008 tested hedge fund

disclosures like no time in the recent past this second edition of hedge fund disclosure documents line by

line capitalizes on this recent economic trauma by rewriting and expanding the fund disclosure to address

modern hedge fund risks while at the same time providing the user with a useful guide to the intricacies of

the issues presented by the contemporary investment environment

Company Securities 1995

this book analyzes the disclosure roles and responsibilities under the federal securities laws of all parties

engaged in the municipal securities market including issuers underwriters financial advisors trustees credit

enhancers and their repsective counsel the book assists lawyers in addressing two principal issues 1 what

role specific responsibility counsel should assume for the content of disclosure and related opinions and 2

what advice counsel should provide to their clients regarding their responsibilities for disclosure

The Regulation of Corporate Disclosure 1999-01-01

regulation of securities sec answer book fifth edition is your complete guide to understanding and

complying with the day to day requirements of the federal securities laws that affect all public companies

using a question and answer format similar to that which the sec has embraced this valuable desk

reference provides concise understandable answers to the most frequently asked compliance questions

and ready access to key statutes regulations and court decisions designed for both beginners and

seasoned professionals the volume contains approximately 1 400 pages organized in 23 self contained

chapters each chapter covers the basics before moving into the nuanced details meeting the needs of

those who seek a general understanding of a topic as well as those grappling directly with critical issues

twice yearly supplements keep the book current in this rapidly evolving field whether you are a lawyer

accountant corporate executive director or investor you ll be able to quickly find concise answers to

essential questions about the dodd frank act exchange act registration and reporting executive

compensation disclosure derivatives disclosure management s discussion and analysis audit committee

responsibilities sarbanes oxley electronic filing interactive financial data tender offers proxy solicitations

insider trading going private transactions shareholders rights sec investigations criminal enforcement

securities class actions and much more
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The SEC, the Securities Markets, and Your Financial Communications

1979

assesses the operations of the securities investor protection corp sipc established in 1970 it discusses 1

the basis for sipc policies involving unauthorized trading and the extent that these policies are disclosed to

investors 2 the basis for sipc policies involving the affiliates of sipc member firms and the extent that

these policies are disclosed to investors 3 the secs oversight of sipc and 4 the disclosure rules for sipc

the fdic and state insurance guarantee associations as well as the related implications for consumers as

the financial services industry consolidates includes recommendations to the sipc and the sec regarding

disclosure of sipc policies and sec s sipc oversight

Institutional Investors Full Disclosure Act 1974

an analysis of specific problems faced by counsel involved in state and local government securities

offerings is provided in this work it also summarizes current and ideal practices and describes the

foundation of those practices

Disclosure to investors: a reappraisal of Federal administrative policies

under the '33 and '34 acts 1969

a practical guide for directors managers and investors on how to manage the growing demand for

corporate disclosure

Corporate Financial Disclosure, 1900-1933 2022-02-01

mitigate your reputation risk by assuring disclosures for corporate communication vehicles such as press

releases speeches analyst conference calls webcasts websites blogs and investor roadshows adhere to

appropriate standards of practice written by wolters kluwer attorney editors jim hamilton anne sherry and

doreen meinck informal corporate disclosure under federal securities law 2013 edition examines the

regulation of these types of informal disclosures as distinguished from formal highly structured disclosure

in sec filings coverage includes discussion of federal securities law rules and court decisions self

regulatory organization rules for listed companies and standards of practice prescribed by the national

investor relations institute niri the 2013 edition of informal corporate disclosure under federal securities law

incorporates the latest niri standards of practice on disclosure and is a must have resource given the niri s

2012 revision supersedes the previous standards of practice issued in 2004 it addresses sec guidance on

website disclosure recommended standards for corporate communications on blogs and social media and

recent case law in addition to incorporating these standards of practice the 2013 edition includes analysis

of the sec s recent guidance on cybersecurity discussion of the test the waters communications permitted

for emerging growth companies pursuant to the jobs act review of recent sec enforcement actions with
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respect to regulation fd

Going Public Handbook 1997

this book is a primer on the disclosure requirements applicable to public companies and their executive

officers and directors

Full Disclosure of Corporate Equity Ownership and in Corporate

Takeover Bids 1967

the definitive guide for ceos cfos and executives of newly public companies learning to deal with investors

employees media regulators and others once a company has gone public requires dedication and

consistency investor relations for the emerging company helps fledgling public company officers and

directors prepare for the unique business task of convincing investors of their company s value from

describing the various organizations institutions mechanics and behaviors of capital markets to clarifying

the requirements and best practices for reporting and disclosure this book provides all the answers ceos

cfos and executives who must operate an effective investor relations program within the budget

constraints of their newly listed company will use this book for years to come

Hedge Fund Disclosure Documents Line by Line 2011-01-01

the u s capital market doors are now open to foreign entities but compliance with u s filing requirements

can prove a complex and burdensome undertaking for a non u s company or legal counsel the required

process includes navigating a maze of u s accounting standards deciphering and following the sec s

exacting financial reporting rules conducting effective audits despite major differences in accounting and

auditing standards furnishing an endless supply of financial information accomplishing all this on time and

in the proper format u s securities regulation of foreign issuers financial reporting and disclosure is the

definitive guide through the complexities of u s sec filings this is the first and only reference work to focus

exclusively on the unique accounting financial reporting and disclosure requirements of foreign entities

issuing securities in the united states author allan b afterman is a world renowned authority on sec

accounting disclosure and auditing he presents information in a how to style with clear precise direction

on meeting all u s filing and reporting requirements this work provides numerous examples used by non u

s companies for practitioners to use as models for their own reporting these models its comprehensive

coverage and its straightforward style make this an essential manual for anyone needing to make sense

of and comply with u s accounting financial reporting and disclosure requirements

A Plain English Handbook 2001-04

this book explains both financial markets and securities regulation in simple yet sophisticated terms
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A Plain English Handbook 1998

Disclosure of Corporate Ownership 1973

Disclosure Roles of Counsel in State and Local Government Securities

Offerings 2009

The Federal Securities Code and Corporate Disclosure 1979

Regulation of Securities: SEC Answer Book, 5th Edition 2016-01-01

Securities Investor Protection 2001-09

Corporate Disclosure 1976

Disclosure of Replacement Cost Data 1977

Preparation of Annual Disclosure Documents 1995

Disclosure Roles of Counsel in State and Local Government Securities

Offerings 1987

The Transparent Corporation 2003

Informal Corporate Disclosure Under Federal Securities Law (2013

Edition) 2013-07-29

New Developments in Securities Regulation, Policy and Practice 1996
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Information Disclosure and the Multinational Corporation 1984

Report of the Task Force on Disclosure Simplification 1996

Corporate Finance and the Securities Laws 2019

What Must Public Companies Disclose? 1984

Going Public Handbook 2012-07-01

Informal Corporate Disclosure Under Federal Securities Law (2012

Edition) 1994-01-01

Complying with Public Disclosure Requirements 2002-02-21

Investor Relations for the Emerging Company 1997-08-18

U. S. Securities Regulation of Foreign Issuers:Financial Reporting and

Disclosure Manual 1986

1986 Going Public Handbook 2017-05-04

The Logic of Securities Law
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